The first and
best innovative solution
for starch moulding
production since
25 years to prevent
bad imprints and
dirty trays during
starch moulding
production.

Dirty Tray

Vision System
Quality creates more quantity!

DTV SYSTEM
LHTechnology was established in 2004
to focus on efficiency and quality of the
production in starch moulding. It developed
the DTV System (dirty tray vision system).
The first and best innovative solution since
25 years to prevent bad imprints and dirty
trays during starch moulding production.

DETECTION
Missing plaster/aluminum moulds are
detected and the machine will stop before
the trays are being stacked to remove the
plaster or aluminum mould.
Trays that have visible contamination will
be detected and rejected.

THE PROBLEM
Between 0,2% and 1% of the trays should
not be deposited and cause a loss of
time, efficiency and quality. The failures
include poorly filled trays, poor quality
starch-imprints, missing models in the
mouldboard, residual product sticking in
the new filled printed tray and damaged
filled trays.

Standard Inspection
Point 1: Between printer-table and
depositing first pump; 1 Control Unit + 2
Optical Units.

INSPECTION POINTS

Optional Inspection
Point 2: Between first and second depositor;
1 extra Optical Unit.
Point 3: After second depositor, before
stacker; 1 extra Optical Unit.
Support
With a VPN connection built in we can
support our customers by monitoring on
the run.

Jelly residu

LHT Consultancy and Eagle Vision
collaborated to design a solution for these
problems caused by poorly filled starch
trays. They cause many stoppages and delays
on a starch moulding line. We are proud to
be the first to provide an innovative, quality
solution. The DTV System is the first of our
designs to be available.
THE SOLUTION
The DTV System is designed to detect
problems immediately after the printer table
and compatible with all starch moulding
lines. The production trays, typically 1200 x
400 mm or 820 x 400, are all supported.
The DTV System stores a base image of a
‘good’ production trays under a recipe name
given by the operator. Many recipe images
can be stored in the system.

DTV System on a machine.
complete camera system
mounted on top

led modules

compressed
air blowers
for cameras

starch trays

One of the scanning lenses.
High speed camera integrated for fast moving trays.

THE DTV SYSTEM WILL INTERCEPT:
1: Not properly filled trays.
No deposit. The tray can stay in the system.
(no tray pollution anymore)

White led lightning for optimal visibility.

2: Not acceptable imprints.
No deposit, to prevent bad quality.
But the tray itself can stay in the system.
(amount of bad imprints is programmable).

3: Missing plaster/aluminium moulds.
Stop the machine, before it ends up in the
stacker or in the final packaging.
4: Visible jelly parts in trays.
No deposit. Trigger the tray eject station to
reject the tray from the system to be cleaned.
(works depending on visibility)
5: Wrong mouldboard or incorrect placement.
No deposit. Adjust mouldboard / placement.
Always same direction and place as original.

Directional compressed air keeps the lenses clean.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
The DTV System can be installed within 6
to 8 weeks from the order date and begins
delivering efficiencies and reducing waste
immediately. Mechanical installation only
needs 40 minutes. The DTV System delivers
a rapid financial and operational return on
investment with a minimal payback period
of only 3 to 9 months.

Technology and Quality.

GAINS WITH THE DTV SYSTEM ARE:
More time for optimizing the machine
The DTV system takes the place of the
eyes of the machine operator. It takes care
of continuous production and its quality.
Precious time can now be used to optimize
the machine’s performance.
Less manpower
It reduces rework or triples, bigger miss
deposits and manpower to cut out the jelly.
Your moulds will last much longer.
No customer complaints about plaster /
aluminum moulds in final packaging.

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
The DTV System is a very innovative
design and has been extensively tested in
production. It is currently used by many
main companies in the world delivering
savings in waste, manpower and time
inefficiencies.
THE FUTURE
Extensions to other inspection locations
can be done by adding inspection modules
e.g. the DTV System will also inspect
production trays with deposited imprints
checking color configuration, correct
mouldboards etc.

Less maintenance
Trays do not have to be washed as there are
no deposits on the tray base anymore.
Continuity
The system performs all of this 24/7 if
required. When the tray, filling of print, is
not correct, the machine will not deposit.
This means the machine takes action or
the machine-operator has to act when the
system detects a flaw.

Return on investment
Return on investment varies from 3 to
9 months. If too many dirty trays stop
production because of removal, washing,
placing them back in and the addition of
starch, you have already earned most of
your return on investment.

Luuk Hilhorst, founder of
LHT-Consultancy, was the Production
Manager at various confectionary
producing companies, working with starch
moulding lines like NID.
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